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Attach unit to cabinet with pocket screws here and bottom frame

¼" x 14" rabbet used for door opening

SECTION A-A
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¼" setback accommodates cabinet construction

½" divider

¼" rare-earth magnet

2" no-mortise hinges

¼" acrylic fits into ¼" x 14" deep groove in shelf

¼" x 1" pins fit into ¼" x ¼" groove on bottomside of shelf & ¼" holes in case sides.

cup hooks for keys

magnetic catch serves as door stop

Galvanized metal glued to cabinet end

Pocket screws used to secure unit to cabinet

¼" plywood

¼" x ¼" rabbet along bottom, back edge of door

¼" x ¾" solid wood edge band

Backside of existing cabinet

¼" holes ¼" deep
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